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The Horde: Best ZMN Feature of 10/11



October 10
Night of the Living Dead ’90
Woke Up Dead
Versus
The Beast Within
The Horde
Colin
Dead Set

November 10
SARS Wars: Bangkok Zombie Crisis
Aaah! Zombies!!

December 10
Doghouse
Mortuary

January 11
Damned by Dawn
Mutants

February 11
The Dead Next Door
Resident Evil: Afterlife

Zombie Movie Night Features by Month
March 11
Awakening
Night of the Living Dorks

April 11
Insanitarium
DIEner (...get it?)
Dylan Dog: Dead of Night

May 11
Demons
Let Sleeping Corpses Lie

June 11
Plaga Zombie: Zona Mutante
Flesheater
Plaga Zombie

July 11
The Dead Pit
Rammbock

August 11
Death Valley: The Revenge of Bloody Bill
Zombie Farm

September 11
Mutant Vampire Zombies from the ‘Hood
Make-Out with Violence



Best Picture
2010 : Zombieland

Best Actor
2010:  Steven McHattie - Pontypool

Best Actress
2010:  Manuela Velasco - [REC]

Best Supporting Actor
2010: Jessie Eisenberg - Zombieland

Best Supporting Actress
2010: Anna Falchi - Cemetery Man

Outstanding Zombie
2010: Standartenfuhrer Herzog - Dead Snow

Best Foreign 
Language Film
2010: Dead Snow

Best Nudity
2010: Cemetery Man

Worst Ending
2010: Automaton Transfusion

Previous Golden Zombey Award Winners

Most Memorable 
Massacring of Zombies
2010: Evil - The Restaurant Scene

Most Implausible Gore
2010: Survival of the Dead

Most Bizarre Zombie 
Behavior
2010: Dead & Breakfast - Musical Number

Biggest “WTF!” Moment
2010: Attack Girls’ Swim Team vs. The 
Undead - Vagina Laser



BEST ACTOR IN A ZOMBIE MOVIE

BEST ACTRESS IN A ZOMBIE MOVIE

2010/2011
GOLDEN ZOMBEYS

          Joshua Grote              Jean-Pierre Martins	
    Roberto Montesinos	
 	
      Berta Muniz	
                         Tony Todd
        DIEner...(get it?)                   The Horde	
            Zombie Farm               Plaga Zombie: Zona Mutante             Night of the 
	
 	
 	
               	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
         Living Dead ’90

Winner: Joshua Grote 

    Adriana Catano             Helene de Fougerolles	
            Milla Jovovich	
              Claude Perron	
               Patricia Tallman
     Zombie Farm	
	
            Mutants	
 	
            Resident Evil:	
                 The Horde	
                 Night of the 
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
   Afterlife	
 	
 	
 	
               Living Dead ’90

Winner: Claude Perron 



BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR IN A ZOMBIE MOVIE

 Sam Huntington	
               Kenji Matsuda	
                 Yves Pignot	
 	
      Bobby Rhodes	
        Peter Stormare
   Dylan Dog:	
 	
       Versus	
                 The Horde	
                        Demons	
                       Insanitarium
Dead of Night

Winner: Bobby Rhodes

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS IN A ZOMBIE MOVIE

         Betsy Beutler	
  Collein Fernandes	
          Ali Larter	
 	
   Kathleen McDermott	
 	
      Tia Shearer
        Aaah! Zombies!!             Night of the	
 	
       Resident Evil:	
	
             Dead Set	
	
         Make-Out with Violence
	
 	
 	
      Living Dorks	
 	
           Afterlife

Winner: Kathleen McDermott

OUTSTANDING ZOMBIE IN A ZOMBIE MOVIE

         Bloody Bill	
 	
                  Colin	
                               Dr. Ramzi	
           Lollipop Zombie	
 	
       Mercer
        Death Valley:                              Colin    	
                 The Dead Pit 	
             Plaga Zombie:                The Dead Next Door
The Revenge of Bloody Bill	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
             Zona Mutante

Winner: Lollipop Zombie



BEST FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM

          Demons	
       	
        The Horde	
 	
              Mutants                     Plaga Zombie:                      Rammbock
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
        Zona Mutante

Winner: The Horde

BEST ZOMBIE COMEDY

        Aaah! Zombies!!	
           Doghouse	
                         Night of the	
           Plaga Zombie:                     SARS Wars:
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
                          Living Dorks	
           Zona Mutante	
     Bangkok Zombie Crisis

Winner: SARS Wars: Bangkok Zombie Crisis

BEST NUDITY

            Awakening	
          The Dead Pit	
                 Demons	
              Flesheater                Mutant Vampire Zombies
   	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
             from the ‘Hood
        

Winner: The Dead Pit



BEST SOUNDTRACK

         Death Valley:	
 	
 Demons                        Plaga Zombie:	
          SARS Wars:	
   Mutant Vampire Zombies
The Revenge of Bloody Bill	
 	
                        Zona Mutante	
     Bangkok Zombie Crisis	
       from the ‘Hood
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
            
       Winner: Plaga Zombie: Zona Mutante

BEST VILLAIN (NON-ZOMBIE)

         The Banshee	
 	
 Dr. Gianetti	
 	
            Greco	
                     Mana Luna	
                    Patrick
     Damned by Dawn  	
 	
  Insanitarium	
 	
         The Horde	
                    Zombie Farm	
                  Dead Set

Winner: Patrick

BEST UNINTENTIONAL COMEDY

        The Dead Pit	
            	
Death Valley: 	
       	
   Dylan Dog:	
      	
 Make-Out with        	
      Mortuary
	
 	
 	
   the Revenge of Bloody Bill	
 Dead of Night	
 	
      Violence
       Hero’s Changing	
          Acting & Dialogue	
                 Kurt Angle 	
 	
    Teenagers in 	
 	
       “Special”
             Accent	
               	
 	
 	
 	
  the Werewolf	
 	
     Their 30’s	
 	
        Effects

Winner: Death Valley: The Revenge of Bloody Bill



BEST MASSACRING OF ZOMBIES

          Demons	
       	
             The Horde                     Plaga Zombie                Plaga Zombie:                             Versus
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
        Zona Mutante
  Motorcycle Slashing	
        Ouess’ Last Stand	
          Climactic Battle	
     Knife Fight Rescue	
     Gangsters in the Woods

Winner: The Horde

MOST BIZARRE ZOMBIE BEHAVIOR

      Damned by Dawn	
                 Doghouse	
     Mutant Vampire Zombies	
  Woke Up Dead                      Zombie Farm
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
                         from the ‘Hood
  Flying Zombie Skeletons	
            Romantic Dinner	
 	
 Zombie Rape	
            Zombie Super Powers	
     Zombie Infighting

Winner: Damned by Dawn

MOST ORIGINAL ZOMBIE ORIGIN

        The Beast Within	
       Damned by Dawn	
            Demons	
                      Let Sleeping                      Plaga Zombie:
   	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
         Corpses Lie	
	
         Zona Mutante
             Bird Flu	
                   Physically Assaulting	
        Evil Movie Prop	
 	
 	
 	
         FBI Approved
        	
 	
 	
            a Banshee	
	
 	
 	
 	
           Pesticides	
 	
       Alien Experiment

Winner: Demons



BIGGEST “WTF!” MOMENT

             Demons	
	
               Plaga Zombie:	
    	
      Rammbock         	
    SARS Wars:	
  	
  SARS Wars:
	
 	
 	
              Zona Mutante	
 	
 	
 	
         Bangkok Zombie Crisis   Bangkok Zombie Crisis

         Blind Man, Pimp,	
 	
    John West	
 	
      Man Sleeps 	
 	
   Flying Zombie	
 	
  Hero Loses
      & Prostitutes Attend 	
                Theme Song	
 	
      in Bear Suit	
 	
         Fetus	
 	
   Virginity to 
         Movie Premiere        	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
            Transvestite Villain

Winner: Rammbock

Type to enter text



Appendix: And the Golden Zombey goes to...

Best Actor: 
Joshua Grote: DIEner...(get it?)
With the exception of Plaga Zombie, I felt like all the other movies were professionally made and should have at 
least half-way decent acting in them.  Berta Muniz was good, but I feel like I enjoyed the character more than I 
was blown away by his acting ability.  I think Die-ner did the most with what it had, which included a shockingly 
good performance from the lead.  That's what I took away from it:  I could not get over how good Joshua Grote 
was.  Shoestring budget indie movies have no business having good acting in them!  Nice job, Josh! 
Joshua Grotes: DIEner...(get it?)
DIEner could have easily been a terrible movie and no one would have blamed it. It was low-budget done well all 
the way around, but Grotes was the highlight of the movie. His performance carried the movie.
This is a strong category though. I loved Montesinos, Martins, and Muniz in their roles. And who better than the 
Candyman to step up in a Night of the Living Dead remake?

Best Actress:
Claude Perron: The Horde
Not the actor's fault, but Helene's character in Mutants annoyed me with her uselessness.  Take that role and 
make me know why she's like that.  Adriana Catano was good, but when I think of Zombie Farm in the future, I 
will think of Roque before I think of the filmmaker.  She didn't stand out.  Patricia Tallman did well to reinvent 
Barbara, but again, not the first thing I think of.  Milla Jovovich brought no new insight or depth to her fourth run at 
Resident Evil, not that she was given much to work with.  Claude Perron was unflinching in her performance.  It's 
an amazing transformation by not transforming at all.  Her desire for vengeance remains intact no matter how 
extremely the circumstances change, making her go from sympathetic to arguably a villain by the end.  A lesser 
actor could have easily fumbled that, I think. Claude Perron: The Horde 
Claude Perron: The Horde
Perron was strong all the way around. Badass from start to finish, she was unflinching in the face of zombies who 
wanted to eat her, gangsters that she had set out to murder, and partners who didn't seem to like or trust her.
I also like Catano, whose performance was good enough to not make me realize she was a swimsuit model. 
Tallman did an excellent job of reinventing Barbara in Night, quite an improvement from the original's nearly 
comatose female lead. de Fougerelles was good, but didn't leave as strong an impression in my mind as the 
others. Jovovich delivered pretty much what she has in all of the previous Resident Evil films, which isn't bad, but 
not good enough to win.

Best Supporting Actor:
Yves Pignot: The Horde
Sam Huntington was enjoyable in Dylan Dog, but it wasn't enough to save the film.  I think it says a lot about the 
performance that we both put Bobby Rhodes from Demons on their independently of each other.  I almost gave 
him the award, but ultimately, he just died too soon.
Yves Pignot arrives just in time with some comic relief to save The Horde from getting too heavy.  I was actually 
happy when he came on screen and brought the funny.  Along the way the character gains some depth and goes 
out like a hero, which was kind of unexpected for the comic relief.  A great performance.
Bobby Rhodes: Demons
Outside of Huntington, this is a pretty impressive list of "playing it crazy." Crazy Guy, Matsuda was a real scene 
stealer, and my favorite part of Versus. Pignot's performance raised his character above what could have been 
simple comic relief. Huntington was also the highlight of his movie, but not enough so to really make it any good. 
Stormare was predictably solid. But it was Rhodes who left the biggest impression on me. Rhodes was also the 
best part of his movie and it he took a character that could have easily been groan-worthy and transformed him 
into one of my favorite zombie movie characters of all time.
Decision: Bobby Rhodes

Best Supporting Actress:
Kathleen McDermott: Dead Set
Another performance that we both took note of independently.  I feel like that should be rewarded.  Plus it's a 
weak category.
Collein Fernandes: Night of the Living Dorks
The previous three categories all came pretty strong...this one, not so much. None of the actresses left any great 
impression upon me. Fernandes was solid as Dorks' love interest and cause of our main characters' 
zombification.
Decision: Kathleen McDermott

Quotes from Kevin in Blue, Jeff in Red.



Appendix: And the Golden Zombey goes to...

Outstanding Zombie in a Zombie Movie:
Lollipop Zombie: Plaga Zombie: Zona Mutante
In this category we've got two bona fide ringleaders, Patient Zero of a new breed of intelligent zombies, and a 
zombie who was the star of his own damn movie.  And yet something still draws me to Lollipop Zombie. He had a 
story to tell.  He really wanted to tell it.  I wanted to hear it.  I don't remember what happened to him, but I CARE 
what happened to him, unlike some other zombies out there *cough* Colin *cough*.
Lollipop Zombie: Plaga Zombie: Zona Mutante
Lollipop introduced himself as a typical, heartless zombie by killing a kid (who I thought for sure would get saved) 
and stealing his lollipop. But later, he showed that there was more to this zombie than meets the eye. What was 
his plan? What was he trying so desperately to communicate to John West? Was he friend or foe? So many 
questions, so much mystery. Lollipop zombie, you left me wanting so much more.
Bloody Bill comes in last for me on this list. He may be the only zombie to ever perish for over-thinking things. 
What kind of self-respecting zombie falls for the "disguised as your dead sister" routine. Pathetic.

Best Foreign Language Film:
The Horde
The Horde adds depth of character without slowing the action down.  Also, I don't see how it could be the best 
picture without also being the best foreign language film.   That would be weird.The Horde
The Horde
The Horde sits at number one all time on the Zombie Movie Night Standings. How could it not be the Best 
Foreign Language Film? Quality competition though, the bar has been set pretty high for zombie movies coming 
out of France.

Best Zombie Comedy:
SARS Wars: Bangkok Zombie Crisis
This was almost too close to call between SARS Wars and Plaga Zombie (2).  They were both packed with 
enough WTF moments to last another year of watching zombie movies.  In the end, I decided that SARS Wars 
went just a bit farther in its pursuit of comedy.  Plaga stopped to battle zombies like a zombie movie should.  
SARS Wars paused the movie so its heroes could escape.  That's funnier.
Night of the Living Dorks
I'm kind of surprised by my own pick here. I like Plaga Zombie and SARS Wars more than Dorks. But while 
they're action/zombie-gore first and comedy second, Dorks stands pretty strong as primarily a teen sex comedy. 
The others nominees are zombie movies that are funny. Dorks is a funny movie that features zombies.
Decision: SARS Wars: Bangkok Zombie Crisis

Best Nudity:
The Dead Pit
While I admire Flesheater for having the classic pointless shower scene, I can't reward such a bad movie on any 
level of anything.  The main character in Dead Pit had a pretty rockin body running around in her skimpy 
pajamas.  It made that clothes-ripping hose-down dream sequence that much sweeter and I would not have 
complained if there had been even more gratuitous nudity.
Mutant Vampire Zombies from the 'Hood
This category is a bit weaker than last year's selection. None came as strong with the nudity as Cemetery Man 
and Return of the Living Dead from 2010. I genuinely forgot about the nudity in Awakening and Demons. 
Flesheater's nudity made me feel uncomfortable as the lead actor/director/ dirty old man felt up twenty-something 
actresses. The Dead Pit did have its one great nude scene. It worked because the actress was attractive and the 
scene was gratuitous and ridiculous. But Mutant Vampire Zombies gets the nod from me because it featured an 
actress who was credited as Gratuitous Nudity Zombie Victim. Well done.
Decision: The Dead Pit

Quotes from Kevin in Blue, Jeff in Red.



Appendix: And the Golden Zombey goes to...

Best Soundtrack:
Plaga Zombie: Zona Mutante
Bloody Bill practically beats you over the head with its soundtrack.  That song is funny, but I don't think it's 
supposed to be, so it just comes off as pathetic.  I remember SARS Wars having a pretty catchy theme on its title 
screen that played on an endless loop as we prepared to watch.  But I don't remember it almost a year later.  The 
John West theme song, however...I still want that to be my ringtone!
Plaga Zombie: Zona Mutante
Bloody Bill's original music was pretty funny, but I don't think that was the intention. I seem to remember SARS 
Wars having some rockin' tunes, but that might be attributed to the fact that for some reason that night we had 
the title screen on for a long time between movies. If we hadn't I probably wouldn't have any recollection of its 
soundtrack. Plaga Zombie, on the other hand, features the greatest song of all time: the John West theme song. 
It marks the only time in ZMN history that I did a YouTube search in order to re-listen to a song from a zombie 
movie.

Best Villain (Non-Zombie)
Dr. Gianetti: Insanitarium
Greco and Patrick are mainly just selfish.  I don't know if they're true villains.  Luna tries to be a good villain, but 
her plan is kinda vague and stupid.  The Banshee is too supernatural for my tastes.  How do we know she isn't 
just the lead flying zombie?  The true worst villain on this list is Dr. Gianetti because he is selfish, his plan is 
stupid and his test subjects ultimately escape the asylum, possibly unleashing the entire apocalypse in a kick-ass 
as-yet-unmade sequel!
Patrick: Dead Set
All of the other nominees were already evil before zombies entered the scene (at least I think the Banshee was 
evil, Damned had a pretty confusing mythology). Patrick was just a douchebag boss who springboarded into evil 
when the opportunity presented itself. He also led to the death of every survivor in his camp. None of the other 
villains can claim that they killed all of their enemies.
Decision: Patrick

Best Unintentional Comedy:
Death Valley: The Revenge of Bloody Bill
The accent in The Dead Pit is head-scratching and a little distracting, but it never reaches that special LMAO 
level.  Same for the magic force crawling up the walls in Mortuary.  Make-out With Violence is funny, but you can 
get over it and the movie is really unwatchable.  "It's dying time!" is a funny line in Dylan Dog, but Death Valley 
gives us an entire movie of ridiculous dialogue and acting.  I would argue that its badness is what makes the 
movie watchable.  Compare to Make-out with Violence, which had decent dialogue and acting and was 
unbearable. 
Death Valley: The Revenge of Bloody Bill
All of the other nominees were good for a chuckle. The terrible acting and dialogue in Bloody Bill were the only 
things that made it watchable. If either one was just a little bit better, it would have made Bloody Bill a worse 
movie.

Most Memorable Massacring of Zombies:
The Horde
I loved this scene.  In a hopeless situation, but still fighting like a true badass, hacking away until the last possible 
moment.  If you're dying in the zombie apocalypse, this is how you dream of going out.
The Horde
An instant classic zombie movie moment. You start with guns, move on to machete, and when all else fails, go 
with a choke slam. This is how every hero in the zombie apocalypse should go down. Though it's also pretty 
impressive to drive a motorcycle across movie theater seats.

Quotes from Kevin in Blue, Jeff in Red.



Appendix: And the Golden Zombey goes to...

Most Bizarre Zombie Behavior:
Damned by Dawn
The Doghouse dinner scene is weird, but it could be argued that the women might have still had some humanity 
lurking in there somewhere.  Zombie in-fighting is nothing new as zombies have been known to fight for scraps 
while feeding.  The one thing on this list that we have never seen before and I am fairly confident we will never 
see again is FLYING zombies.   
Mutant Vampire Zombies from the 'Hood - Zombie Rape
It's one thing to feature zombies raping people in your movie. As strange and pervise as it is, I'm pretty sure 
we've seen it before and will see it again. It's another thing altogether to make zombie rape a key plot point. I 
don't remember the exact logic and explanation, but these zombies had to rape humans in order to not mutate 
into.......bigger zombies? I think.
Decision: Damned by Dawn

Most Original Zombie Origin:
Demons
Bird flu, pesticides, aliens- YAWN.  Banshee?  Okay, making your own mythology, that's cool.  But how can you 
top an evil movie prop?  That's streets ahead of the others in terms of originality. 
Demons
As a zombie enthusiast, I'm prepared for the apocalypse to come from illness, the government, aliens, chemicals, 
screwing with the environment, and even from other monsters. What would totally catch me by surprise is if I 
grabbed a movie prop off a mannequin during a free movie and then all hell started to break loose. Thank you, 
Demons. Now I know.

Biggest WTF! Moment:
Rammbock
SARS was a whole movie of WTF.  Hard to pick just one as better than the others. Same with Plaga.  Demons is 
explainable.  No one turns down a free movie ticket!  No one!  The clear winner is Rammbock.  The movie is 
deadly serious at every turn.  So WTF is up with the bear suit?  Is it a German thing?  Is this normal over there?  I 
mean, WTF??
Rammbock
Plaga Zombie and SARS Wars were both going for wacky and off-the-wall. I suppose a blind man might want to 
go to the movies just to see what all the fuss was about. Pimps and whores also need to unwind sometimes. But 
Rammbock played it straight. And then, BAM, out of nowhere, the main character goes to sleep in a bear suit. 
WTF?!

Quotes from Kevin in Blue, Jeff in Red.


